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I@? pzpz prcoents results of wind tunnel flutter tests wing a wing- 
G.lcron-tab model on which it was possible to represent any of the following 
1P!b s~-StEm ; spring, geared, trim or servo. Prediction of the flutter - 
r;h?racteristics has ken made in the trim tab case using three sets of aero- 
dJTwic dwlvatives and fair agreement has been reached with the measured 
charccteristics. A comparison has also been made of the measured character- 
rstxs with those predicted by the latest flutter criteria and possible 
modifications to the basic flutter frequency assumption used in deriving the 
criteria are discussed. One modification suggested is such that the basic 
Xutter freqvelx;r is virtually depandent on the frequency in a single degree 
of freedom. The criterion form that results from such a single frequency 
opp?oximation is investigated. 
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1 IJTRODUCTIO~ 

A number of flutter incidents over the past decade have involved flutter 
of a control surface-tab combination. The work reported in this note on a 
model wmg f'ltted with aileron and. tab 1s complementary to earlier general 
theoretical invcstlgatrons1,2,3,4 on the flutter of tab systems. 

The model was virtually rigid and had freedom in roll at its root. It 
carried an aileron and tab whose circuit stiffness characterrsticz could be 
varied by suitable torsion springs. Helical springs governing the oscillatory 
rolling motion of the model could also be varied. Provision was made for masz- 
balancing both control surfaces and for variation of the gearing between tab 
and alla-on motion. 

The model provided a system whose inertia and elastic properties were 
known accurately and in which elastic properties could be readily varied. 
Controlled structural information was thus available for inclusion in a flutter 
calculation and the magnitudes assigned to the oscillatory aerodynamic forces 
were consequently the moat doubtful features of the calculation. 

Two basic ways of determining the aerodynamic forces were employed. One 
way was to use the available experimental data for oscillatory derivatives. 
Two different zcuroes of this information were available. One source concerned 
a wing of the same aspect ratio fitted with a full-span aileron only. The other 
source concerned a two-dimensional wing having a full-span aileron and tab. 
The controls in these two sources did not have the z&me chord ratios as the 
model considered here, and somewhat arbitrary factors were applied to these 
derivatives in order to obtain a set appropriate to this model. 

The other way of determining the aerodynamic forces was an empi xal 
method of estimating the oscillatory derivatives, suggested by Guy&t 3 during 
the course of the flutter calculations. It involves the use of steady motion 
derivatives, and these were determined in two ways - by measurement and by 
estimation. The methods employed to measure the steady motion derivatives 
were a9 follows. Normally the moment needed to balance the applied aerodynamic 
moment for a set control angle at a particular wind speed was measured. 
However, for the control derivative due to rotation of the same control, the 
derivatxve was determined additionally from a knowledge of the wind speed at 
which the control was blown back through a predetermined angle against the 
action of a spring inserted in the control hinge. For the estimation of the 
steady motion derivatives for use in the Guy&t method well established 
techniques were employed. 

The experimental results also provide a basis for comparison with the 
latest approximate formulae for flutter predxction due to Molyne~&. The 
comparison has been made using two of the sets of aerodynamx derivatives 
mentioned above. As a result scme comments are made on the efficacy of the 
formulae in determining the binary flutter boundaries. Molyneux suggests that 
mokfloatlons may be required to the basic frequency approximation on which the 
criteria depend for particular binary systems and this suggestion has been 
investigated. The form of criterion that results from a somewhat different 
flutter frequency approximation to that adopted by Molynewr has been derived 
and applied to this system. 
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TIE intrcductlcn cutlmes the scope of the work reported on in the note. 
Secticns 2 and. 3 are intended primarily for the specialist reader and describe 
1~1 scmc &tall the work done and the results obtained. The conclusions from the 
c-or!: are given in Section 4 and non-specialist readers may prefer to pass to 
ths section immediately. 

2 EXPERIMENTAL IIWESTIGATIONS _--_ -- 

2.1 Descrioticn of rig and model 

The rig and model are sketched in Fig.1 and the main dimensions of the 
wmg are given in Table 1. The model half wing was mounted vertically above a 
reflector plate (not shown in Fig.1) and was free to roll about its root end. 
An apprcx-nately half span aileron and one third span tab were mounted cut- 
bxrd. The wing was solid, made from spruce with a main spar of steel channel. 
Dcve plywood ribs hung on a aural tube formed the framework for the axleron 
.lh-rch had a hollow plywood nose. A solid cedar block pinned and glued to the 
;ufhest outboard ribs formed the trarling edge of the section of the control 
not wntainmg the tab. The aileron surface was of fabric which was doped to 
,;:1.)e tiux tightness. The tab consisted of a dural tube, forming the ncse 
,xticn, to which was glued and screwed a shaped balsa block to form the 
<roiling edge. Both aileron and tab were free to rotate on ball races and 
frictlcn dampLng was small. 

%e wi:~g na?n spar had an extension member belo-nr the roll axis and 
i?e'.1~z.l springs from this member to the mounting frame provided stiffness in 
re‘ -L L D The nest general tab system that could be represented on the model had 
-KY s?rlng connections K *, KB, KG shown in Fig.2. By including suitable 

:s-,timstsc?s of these springs the following systems could be simulated. Thus, 
i .^iczl 

'1‘ K c\ 
rr.4 K 

C 
.:sre included, A geared tab system was represented. 

?IXC-:~ KIL represented the stiffness of the control circuit operating the 

cmtrcl surface. KL1 is normally large compared with KG. 

(2) KA and KB mere included. A trimming tab system was represented. 

KA ?.gam represented the stiffness of the control circuit operating the 

control surface. KA IS normally large compared with ;KB. 

(3) KC only was included. A pure aerodynamic serve tab system was 

:?prcsented when the follow up ratio was positive. 

(4) Kw4, KB, KG were included. A spring tab was represented. The 

~!>rxg-tab system can be represented in several ways, perhaps the most general 
x,:cngenent being that shcrm In Ref.3. There was no &ect equality between 
"ny one spring of this system and those of the general spring tab system, but 
ihc ccrb:blncd effect of the springs was to provide an elastic matrix which could 
,e dire:;ly relat.cd to that for any spring tab system. 
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The follow up ratio 1s defined as the rat10 tab angle/aileron angle when 
the aileron 1s rotated Mnth the tab control lever held fixed by an infinitely 
stuY spring KC. For s trim tab, however, it LS physxally possible to move 

the control without producing any relative motion of the tab and 1n this sense 
the follow up ratio 1s effectively zero. 

Provision was made for mass-balsnc1ng Loth the a1leron and tab. Alkron 
mass-balance was effected by adding wc1ghts on an arm forward of the hinge 
line. The mass-balance weight oscillated 1n a cut out 1n the wing and. was 
shaped so that rts intrusion into the alrstream affected the flow as 11ttle as 
poswble. Tab mass-balance was in the form of dural, steel or lead quadrants 
bolted to a wheel whose centre YIILS concentric 171th that of the tab tube and 
whxh was bolted to it. 

The tab wheel was connected to a lever which had independent freedom in 
rotation about the aileron hinge 11ne (F1g.3). Incorporated 1n the lever were 
two attachment points, one each side of the allwon. The connection between 
aileron and tab was by means of a wire joining the attachment points and passing 
around the wheel rim. The wheel was bw.lt up of several discs of varying radii 
and by passing the wire around the rims of these, several gear ratios between 
a1lcron and tab were obtained. 

2.2 Wind tunnel measurements -w- .v----I--s 

2.2.1 Flutter tests - --- 

Tests were made over a wide range of the available variables. Rolling 
frequency was varied between 1.1 and 5.6 c.F.s., uncoupled a1leron frequency 
betwcen 0 and 18 c.p.s. and uncoupled tab natural frequency between 0 and 
j6.6 c.p.s. In the tests the steel tab mass-balance weights were situated 1n 
their furthest aft position. No mass-balance was fitted to the aileron. The 
follow up ratios adopted for the toots were N = ?3 and for the tr1,,1 tab case 
N = 0. Flutter speed was measured in all the tests and some readings of 
flutter frccucncy wre taken. 

2.2.1.1 Flutter test results - --- -- 

The results of the flutter tests are shown 1n Figs.Wl7. Fxgs.4-8 show 
the results of the tests 1n which there was no ge,ar1ng between the tab and 
aileron motion (trim tab). The effect of reduction in uncoupled aileron 
frequency 1s shown progresxvely moving from F1g.4 to Pig.8. Each f1aure shows 
graphs of critical flutter speed plotted against uncoupled tab frequency for 
several values of uncoupled rolling frequency. A particular feature of the 
tests was the ease wrth whoh partxular types of flutter could be subdued to 
enable other flutter branches to be follorrcd into doubly unstable regions. 
This assisted in subsequent interpretation of the results, and 1s illustrated 
1n the figures by overlapping flutter boundaries. In tiscuss1ng the results 
atttntlon 1s concentrated on the lower flutter speed boundary. 

F1g.4 shows that two types of flutter were found at this value of a1leron 
natural frequency (16.2 c.P.s.). A1lcron rotation-tab rotation type flutter 
occurred for all values of rolling freouency and the critical speeds were 
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independent of rolling frequency. The minimum flutter speeds for this type of 
flutter were associated sith a tab frequency of approximately 12 c.p.s. The 
second type of flutter found, occurring at much lower speeds, was wing roll-tab 
rotation and this existed for tab frequencies below the rolling frequency 
except for the lowest rolling frequency case tested. It seems likely that the 
small amount of damping in the tab bearings was sufficient to suppress the 
flutter in the latter case. 

The reduction in asleron frequency to 13.8 c.p.s., Fig.5, had little 
effect on the overall picture but two points of difference occurred. Lower 
flutter speeds were obtained for the aileron rotation-tab rotation type flutter 
and the minimum flutter speed occurred at a tab frequency of approximately 
7.5 c.p.s. 

There were further points of difference in the results for tests with 
alla-on frequency reduced to 5.9 c.p.s., Fig.6. The wmg roll-tab rotation 
type flutter had now been replaced by a ternary wing roll-aileron rotation-tab 
rotation flutter, The limits of this ternary type were, however, much the same 
as the binary type it had replaced. The minimum speed of the aileron-tab type 
flutter generally now occurred at a tab frequency of approximately 2.5-3.0 c.p.s. 

The results for the tests with sn aileron frequency of 3.6 c.p,s., Fig.7, 
were mere complicated. V!ith roll frequencies of 1.1 c.p.s. and 2.3 c.P.s., 
only aileron rotation-tab rotation type flutter was obtained, the flutter speed 
increasing with increasIng tab frequency. At a roll frequency of 3.5 c.p.s. the 
flutter at low tab frequencies was initially of the ternary wing roll-alleron 
rotation-tab rotation type, changing to aileron rotation-tab rotation flutter 
as the tab frequency increased; at a tab frequency of about IO c.p.s. a wing 
roll-aileron rotation flutter branch was obtained at a speed considerably lower 
than the aileron rotation-tab rotation type. For higher roll frequencies the 
flutter was of the aileron rotation-tab rotation Liype at low tab frequencies, 
changing to the wing roll-asleron rotation-tab rotation type and then to the 
wing roll-aileron rotation type as the tab frequency increased. 

The results for a free aileron are shown in Tig.8. For all rolling 
frequencies the patterns obtained for aileron-tab flutter were similar. In the 
lower rolling frequency casts the flutter was initially of the ternary type 
changing to wing-aileron as the tab frequency increased, but without any 
significant change of flutter speed. For the higher rolling frequencies 
(4.8 and 5.6 c.p.s.) this pattern was modified by a limited region of aileron- 
tab flutter that occurred for tab frequencies near serc. 

It should be noted that the distinction between two tpes of flutter 
which merged into one another was largely a visual one. Thus, the apparent 
change from wing-aileron-tab flutter to wing-aileron flutter noted above may 
have been due to the amplitude of tab vibration in the ternary flutter becoming 
extremely small for the higher values of tab cirorut stiffness. 

The results of the tests in which the follow ulc ratio between aileron and 
tab was +3 are shown in Pigs.T-13 (servo and geared tabs). These results are 
not directly comparable with the zero follow up ratio case as the wing to tab 
connecting spring makes a contribution to the aileron stiffness. Table 2 gives 
the aileron and tab natural frequencies corresponding to various combinations 
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of the connecting springs. Thus, for the no aileron sprang case, the aA?ron 
natural frequency varies between zero for the free tab and 7 c.p.s. for the 
wmg to tab sprwg 7T. 

Results for the no axleron sprung case are shown in F1g.9. At the 
lowest rollmg frequency the flutter was mainly binary aileron rotation-tab 
rotation but at lower tab frequencies both binary wng roll-aileron rotataon 
end ternary flutter were found at extremely low speeds. For the next higher 
rolling frequency the flutter was of the ternary type, agao.n at very low 
speeds. At tile higher Rollins, frequencies the flutter was maanly ternary tme 
but at low tab frequencies bznary arleron rotation-tab rotation flutter was 
found. 

The results for the tests m whhlch the VJXI~ to aileron connecting spring 
IA was used are shown in i'kg.10. For low values of rolling frequency flutter 
was usually aleron rotation-tab rotation type, the critIca speed lnoreaslng 
with tab frequency. At higher rollmg frequencies the flutter was generally 
of the ternary type but at the highest rolling frequency a region of aileron 
rotation-tab rotation flutter wa" a obtalned at low tab frequencies. 

The results for tests in which the aileron to wing conneotlng spring 2A 
was used are shown s.n Ikg.ll. Binary aileron-tab flutter was obtained for all 
combanations of wang rolling and tab natural frequencies. 

A further rncrease zn the stiffness of the asleron connecting sprung 
produced results which are shown XI hg.12. Binary axleron-tab flutter 
occurred for all values of rolling frequency, but at the higher values of 
rolling frequency and the lower tab frequencies, a z-e&on of binary wang roll- 
tab rotation flutter was also found. The extent of this flutter region was 
governed by the rolling frequency. 

Test results for the highest stiffness alleron connecting s$,r~ng are 
shown III Fi&.-ij, they are srm~lar to the preceding set in respect of the 
flutter types obtained. Flutter of the wing-tab type was obtained at a lower 
rolling frequenoy than III the previous case and there was no overlapping of 
the flutter bands. 

The results of the tests for whzch the follow up ratlo N between azleron 
and tab was -3 are shown in hgs.lL> to 17. 

No results are plotted. ior the no alleron spring case as in all the tests 
apart from the no tab sprung case, divergence of the saleron-tab system occurred 
which was limited by the stops on allwon movement. At thus aileron posltzon 
a vibration of the tab took place which was probably due to the stalled flow. 

The results of tests inth aileron connecting spring IA fitted are shovm 
in Fag.14. A region of aaleron-tab flutter was obtalned for all roll 
frequencies, a region of ternary flutter was obtaIned for tab frequencies near 
zero for roll frequencies of 2.3 c,p.s. and 3.5 c.p.s. and a further region 
of ternary flutter was obtalned at hlghcr tab frequencies for the three highest 
roll frequencies. With tab frequencws above about 'IO o.p.s. alleron-tab 
dlvergenoe occurred at a speed of about 50 ft/sec and the stalled type flutter 
was then found. 
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The results of tests with the next stiffest aileron spring (2A) fitted 
are shown in Fig.15. At low rolling frequencies, only aileron-tab flutter was 
found but as this frequency was increased. the ternary type flutter appeared at 
high and low tab frequencies. The aileron-tab typr, remained at intermediate 
tab frequencies. 

Test results for the aileron connecting spring 3A fitted are shown in 
Fig.16. The results are broadly similar to those for spring 2A (Fig.15) 
except that the branch of ternary flutter at high tab frequencies is eliminated 
and that at lower tab frequencies changes to binary wing-tab flutter. 

Similar remarks apply to the results for tests with the highest stiffness 
aileron spring shown in Fig.l7. 

1Ye may summarise the test results as emphasising the complexity of the 
flutter problem for a three degree of freedom system of this type. Large 
changes may be produced in the flutter characteristics by changes in the follow 
up ratio between aileron and tab, by variation of the circuit stiffnesses of 
aileron and tab and of the stiffness in the main surface mode of vibration. 

2.2.2 Derivative measurements - -- 

In view of the uncertainty over the absolute values of some of the 
oscillatory aerodynamic derivatives due to aileron and tab rotation, which 
were to be used in the associated theoretical work, it was decided to obtain 
these using the method suggested by Guyett5. To apply this method it is 
necessary to know the corresponding steady state derivatives and tests were 
made to determine these. 

The particular oscillatory derivatives in question were 8 BP fiya bps hys 

%' Y 
t and the corresponding damping derivatives (see Table 4 for values of 

these derivatives). The lift derivatives 8g and eY were determined from 

measurements of the restoring moment required to hold the wing in the neutral 
position against the rolling moment resulting from a set aileron or tab angle. 
'The force which produced this restoring moment was applied at a point 19.75 in. 
below the wing rolling atis. Tests were made for several control angles and 
wind speeds and from the results graphs of rolling force against control angle 
were plotted. The rolling moment due to applied aileron was determined with 
the tab looked to the aileron and that due to the tab with the aileron locked 
to the wing. 

Similarly, the hinge moment derivative, hY was determined from measure- 

ments of the moment necessary to hold the aileron in its neutral position against 
the hinge moment resulting from a set tab angle. Tests were made for several tab 
angles and wind speeds and from the results graphs of aileron force against tab 
angle were plotted. In these tests and all hinge moment tests the wing was at 
eero incidence. 

The hinge moment derivatives h and t were determined from measurements 
P Y 

of the moment needed to balance the aerodynamic hinge moment due to control 
displacement. The results of the tests were plotted as graphs of applied force 
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against control angle. Further tests were done in which the tab hinge moment 
was measured by determining the wind speed at which the tab returned to a 
datum position slightly displaced from the neutral having been offset in the 
wind-off condition by a known disturbing force acting against a spring. Thl s 
last set of tests was done as a check on the results of the first series of 
tab hinge moment measurement s whioh showed a good deal of soatter. 

Attempts were made to measure the tab hinge moment due to control 
rotation but wore not successful. 'The moment was very small and the results 
were too inconsistent to provide a satisfactory basis for estimating an 
oscillatory derivative. 

2.2.2.1 Results _-. --1_1 

The results of the experiments to determine the steady state derivatives 
are shown m Figs.18 to 23 inclusive. 

Tests were made with and without trailing edge wires fitted to the tab. 
At the commencement of the flutter tests little difference could be detected 
in the flutter characteristics with and without the wire fitted and in 
consequence all subsequent tests were made without trailing edge wxre. However, 
the best results for the rolling and bingo moments were obtained with trailing 
edge wire fitted to the tab. The best results were taken to be those which 
had least scatter and indicated some degree of non-linearity of the appropriate 
forces and moments over the control angles near to neutral. The largest 
amounts of scatter were associated with the small tab disturbing force due to 
tab angle at the speeds at which the tests were made. In both this case and 
that of the rolling force due to tab angle, the force for nominally no tab 
angle was firnte. The measurements of the tab hinge moment using wind speed 
as a variable produocd better results in that scatter was reduced and a zero 
hinge moment for zero tab angle could be interpolated. 

A set of derivatives appropriate to the oscillatory case were determined 
from these results using Guyett's method5 in which aerodynamic stiffness 
derivatives depend on the rate of change of the aplgropriatc steady motion 
rolling and hinge moments with control angle. Table 3 gives the values of' the 
measured steady motion derivatives, expressed in the flutter notation for zero 
frequency parameter, and oompares them with those calculated from the InfOrm- 

ation oiven in Refs.7 and 8. It can be seen that in all oases but one the 
predicted values are greater than those measured. 

3 TIiCORETICAL IVJESTIGATIONS -----oll--l 

3.1 Flutter calculations -- -----_ I- -- -j -I-- 

Calculations wore made initially using two sets of aerodynamic derivatives 
and these were:- 

6 
1) A set based on a series of derivative measurements by Molynou~~ and 

Wight' modified for aspect ratio (Method I) in the manner outlined belo>w (a). 

and (il) A set b ased largely on stead motion aerodynamic derivatlvcs measured 
on this wing (Method 2), outlined at (b below. 
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(a) The measurements made by Molyneux were for a ns.ng of the same aspect 
ratio as the one on whloh these tests were made, but whch had a 20% chord full 
span aileron. Wight's measurements were on an effectively two-dlmenslonal wing 
having a 2015 chord full span aileron and 8,. chord full span tab. For the 
calculation the derivatives -8 2' e;, hZ, were taken directly from Molyneux's 

work. The values assigned to 6g and hp were obtained from Molyneux's work by 

taking account of the different values of aileron chord E 
P 

and the fact that 

the aileron spans were different for this model and his. The factor to tske 
aooount of the dlfferenoe In aileron chord was assumed to be the ratlo of the 
two-dimensional theoretical values of the derivative at a particular frequenoy 
parameter and the appropriate values of chord ratlo while the factor to take 
account of difference in aileron span was based on the assumption that the 

, where A = 2 x aileron span 
aileron chord ' 

Values of h 
Y' P 

t and ty were obtained from Wight's measurements by factoring for 

Ep' the tab chord Ey and aspect ratio in a similar manner. The remaining stiff- 

ncss derivatives mere obtained from theoretical two-dimensional values at the 
appropriate frequency parameter modified for aspect ratio. 

Damping derivatives were obtalned in a similar way to the stiffness 

derivatives, the aspect ratio factor here depending on I + G$ . 
( > 

(b) Oscillatory derivatives, appropriate to a frequency parameter of 
zero, were obtained from the steady motion hinge and rolling moments by equating 
these to the corresponding moments expressed in terms of a flutter derivative. 
Thus for example, 

Steady aileron hinge moment per unit tab angle = 

Having obtained the sero frequency parameter flutter derivative the next step 
was modification for frequency parameter effects. The modification depends on 
the derivative. For the derivatives (-hp), (-hY) and (-t,) the zero frequency 

parameter derivative was multiplzed by the ratio of the two-dimensional 
theoretical value of the derivative at the appropriate frequency parameter to 

that at zero to give the value used in the calculation. The damping derivatives 
corresponding to these stiffness derrvatives were obtalned by multIplying by the 
ratio of the theoretical two-dImensiona damping to stiffness derlvatlves at the 
appropriate frequenoy parameter. 

The derivatives 8 
P 

and dY were obtained by a somewhat different procedure. 

The zero-frequency parameter derivatives were multIplIed by the ratio of the 
cqus.valent constant strip derivatives 5, for a wing of this aspect ratzo, at the 
appropriate frequency parameter to that at sero. The corresponding damping 
derivatives were obtained from the stiffness derlvatlves by multiplying by the 
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ratlo of the equ3valent constant strip dampIng to stiffness derlvatlves at the 
appropriate frequency parameter. 

The values of es and ei measured by Molyneux mere used dxectly In the 

calculation. The derivative tP was given the value obtained from Wight's 

measurements and the dampzng derlvatlve llkewlse. Other derlvatxves were 
assignea values as follows - all stiffness derivatives depending on vertical 
translation z were made eero following a suggestion by Mlnbinnlck". The 
corresponding damping derlvatlves, whxh in both Mlnhlnnick's and Guyett's 
theories would be put equal to the corresponding stiffness derrvatlve due to 
pitch of the main surface ~erc In fact put equal to zero. The effect on the 
flutter coeffiolents of mak~g thx zp'proxlmatlon was negligible. 

The two sets of derlvatlves we compared m Table 4 together mth a 
further set in l,rhlch the aspec?; ratio correctron factors (Method 3) are based 
on that of the portlon of the rrzng Including the appropxxate control rather 
than the control ltsclf (Method 'I). It can be seen that the latter set 1s 1n 
better agreement wxth the der:vat:.vcs obtained from the steady motlon 
measurements (Method 2). 

In both sets of calculatrons elastx coefflclents were put equal to the 
dwect inertia coefflclents multrplled by the square of the natural frequency 
In the appropriate degree of freedom. 

It was apparent when the oalculatzons were completed that, In general, 
the derlvatlves based on the measured steady motion derivatives yielded the 
better agreement with measured characterrstics but that nerther gave very good 
agreement for flutter speed. Calculated speeds tended to be hxgher than the 
experImenta values. The fact that Method 2 derlvatlves are superior to 
Method 1 is probably due to the fact that they were 3, nose conslstcnt set. 
The xnportant derlvatlves were actually measured on this wing whereas with 
Method 1 the derlvatlves were obtained from measurements on two bfferent 
models and somewhat arbitrary factors were applxxl to these measurements in 
order to obtain derxvatlves approprxate to this model. 

In order to obtain better asreeaent for flutter speeds, It seemed likely 
that a set of derlvatlvcs was requxred that had larger values than ezther of 
the sets considered above. One posswlllty was to use the set based on 
predIcted steady motion derlvatlves; vx nave already noted, para.2.2.2.1, that 
these are In general larger than the crrespondlng measured values. A second 
posslbillty was to use the measurei: stcldy values but instead of tting values 
of hinge moment and ~oll~ni: moment ;xx unit control angle over the linear 
portions of the curve a3 had been done previously to take the slope of the 
curves corresponding to cero xxlden-e. In vlcw of the fact that moments for 
small control angles had to be TnterGolated It was decided that this procedure 
&d not provx~e a sufr"xlently firm basis for establlshng a set of derivatlvcs 
in this xnstance and accordingly the predxted steady motion set was used. It 
IS felt that, In a particular case, xt' moments correspondxng to small control 
angles can be determined then the slopes over the central region of control 
angles will provide the best basis for determxnlng an oscillatory set of 
derivatives. 



The results of the flutter calculations on the trim tab system based on 
X&hod 2 derivatives and the predicted steady motion derivatives Method 4 are 
nlotted, together with the experimental results, in Figs.24 and 26. 

3.2 Comparison of experimental and calculated results --- 

Calculated flutter speeds are plotted for a limited number of wing 
rolling and aileron natural frequencies, but these are sufficient to show the 
trends of the results. 

Fig.24 shows the results corresponding to an aileron frequency of 
8.8 c.P.~. The calculations are in general agreement with the experiment for 
the flutter characteristics; the reservation that we noted in para.2.2.l.i 
concerning identification of flutter types being apposite in this respect. 
The tab frequencies at which the minima of aileron-tab flutter occur are 
;,redioted reasonably accurately by the calculations. Critical speeds for this 
type of flutter are generally unconservative using Method 2 and conservative 
using Method 4, this being partwxAarly so for the higher tab frequencies. The 
iimiting tab frequency for the wing-(aileron)-tab flutter band is adequately 
predicted but the speeds for low tab frequencies are unconservative. 

Fig.25 shows the results corresponding to an aileron frequency of 
3.6 c.p.s. The calculations predict the types of flutter obtained in practice 
quite adequately for the cases considered. Both methods predict unconservative 
speeds particularly for the ternary type flutter at the higher values of tab 
frequency. Method 4 leads to better agreement with the measured speeds for 
both values of rolling frequency and predicts the bounds of the flutter types 
in terms of tab frequency, rather better than Method 2. 

~hg.26 shows the results corresponding to a free aileron. The agreement 
in this case is significantly poorer than for either of the cases where aileron 
stiffness was present. Both methods predict a band of aileron-tab flutter at 
low tab frequencies in the highest rolling frequency case which was not found 
m practice. The predicted speeds of the ternary type flutter to which the 
aileron-tab type changes are higher than the experimental, Method 4 giving 
slightly the better agreement of the two. In the intermediate roll frequency 
case Method 4 leads to the better agreement for flutter speeds, though here 
again a band of aileron-tab flutter is predicted at low tab frequencies. 
Calculated results for the lowest roll frequency case show discrepancies from 
the experimental results. In particular Method 4 predicts two bands of flutter 
instead of the one continuous band found in the experiment. Flutter speeds for 
higher tab frequencies are, however, in very good agreement with those measured. 
Method 2 does predict this continuous branch but it gives unconservative speeds. 

To summarise these comparisons. Both methods of calculation yield 
reasonable approximations to the flutter types obtained in practice particularly 
for the cases where aileron stiffness is present. The speeds calculated using 
Method 4 are in rather better agreement with those measured than those obtained 
using Method 2. 

3.3 Comparison of the experimental results with some flutter criteria 

Molyneux has suggested specific criteria formulated in terms of basic 
structural and aerodynamic data, to define the bounds of wing flexure-torsion, 
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nrn~ flexure-aileron rotat3.on and wing tcrslon-aileron rotatlcn flutter. The 
second and thwd of these have been adapted in the present lnvestlgatlcn to 
yreld crlterla applicable to wing roll-alleron or tab rotatlcn flutter and 
axleron rotatzon-tab rotation type flutter respedtively. 

The crlterla ddcpted are* 

(a) ,-----..~-i--"-2"-I- Wlnhroll-control rot,tlcn 

where 

i 
x2 -L--p___ i 

%O PO ec 
+ 4 \' - Eo mo xc 

i 

(1) 

(2) 

and where mr = wxng mass/unit length at reference section 

ko co = radius of gyration of control section at reference a,-;is 

0 = control surface chord at reference axis 0 

m = c 
control surface mass/unit length at reference section 

xo O 0 = distance of centre of gravity of control surface aft of huge 
line at reference section 

Eo = cc/c r 

0 r = wing chord at reference sectxcn 

V = flutter speed 

q, = wmg natural frequency in roll 

tic = control surface natural frequency 

&o = aerodynamw derivative for lift due to control surface rotation 

(h.m)o = aerodynamic huge moment derivative due to control surface. 
rotation 

:. It should be noted that these are not the exact forms gxven by h!olyncux. He 
includes a term in X in the orlterlcn equations (1) and (3) but It has been 
found in practxe that this term usually has little effect on the crltericn 
bounds. In general the coefficient of X is small compared with those of X2 end. 
the constant term and hence its effect cn the solution for X 1s small. Unless 
otherwise stated this approxlmatlon has been made throughout. 
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and the subscripts w and c indicate integratmn over the wing and control 
respectively. 

(b) Aderon rotation-tab rotation 

: A-* c3* t2 t t 
3 1 

2 

where x= ;;- P> , - I + p 
A 0 

and. where E2 = c = 

OT = tab chord 

0 A = aileron chord 

o = wing chord 

(3) 

h 
2. 2 - 

d3 "A EA kA m E* k2 wA d12ty 1 v2 0 (4) 

t2t 

dcT q distanoe of aileron hinge line forward of tab hinge line 

Subscript r denotes lengths at the reference section. 
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J c; drl 
A L 

c4 aq 2 
CA r 4 

c* d-l-l 

%3 = --- , ---- , 
o4 

i 
d3 = 

A dn 
* 

% J c2 dn 
$2 = 57 = ---- 

4 
4 CA dQ 

A 

and the subscripts A and T indicate quantities appropriate to the aileron and 
tab respectively. 

2 
is plotted against X is 

a parabola and the criterion stipulates that points within this parabola are 
those at which flutter may occur (m, being the uncoupled natural frequency of 

the first of the binary modes). The method of applying the criterion is to 

plot the variation of X with u 
0 7 

2 determined from equations (I) or (3) asswung 

0 

2 
values of .LL . 

"I 
The resulting curve represents the flutter boundary. Speeds 

achieved at points on the flight envelope are used in equations (2) and (4) -.I 

determine the corresponding values of X. If the resulting points X, 
c o? 

v 
"I 

lie on or within the criterion parabola then the critical flutter speed will be 
eshieved or exceeded at the corresponding points on the flight envelope. 

Molyneux points out in his paper that the ultimate limitation on the 
application of the oriterion is how Justifiable is the basic assumption that 
the flutter frequency is the root mean square of the uncoupled frequencies. 

He makes the suggestion that closer agreement for particular systems may be 
obtained by assuming that the flutter frequency is given by 

where B is a frequency weighting factor-appropriate to a particular binary 
system 

aI ' a2 are the uncoupled-natural frequencies of the modes 

A 
1142L?~~~~l~l! c22 

are the structural inertia and aerodynamic stiffnesc 
coeff-zcients of the two modes 

V-is. the i?lutter-speed 

Using this frequency approximation the most general form of the criterion 
equation for wing roll-control rotation flutter for example becomes 
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+ (I + B)2 c d 10poec x2 1 - E m x 
()I 

= 0 
0 0 0 % 

$2 PO (hem)c v2 
EE mo kz 0 ?R . 

The basic criterion is the special case of this with B = I and with the 
.‘: term omitted. A further reservation on the use of the criterion is that it 
may only be expected to produce satisfactory results when the basic aerodynamic 
derivatives used in it are such that a full scale flutter calculation based 
upon them will lead to good agreement between calculated and experimental 
characteristics. 

The model inertia characteristics have been used in the application of 
the criteria and the results are shown in Figs.27 to 30. In order to make both 
pbscissae and ordinates on these graphs non-dimensional, ordinates have been 

. ( ) 

2 
plotted as v where v = v 

WI 0 c - On each figure the derivatives that have 

been used to obtain the criterion and experimental bounds are indicated. 

The result of the application of the criterion to wing roll-aileron 
rotation flutter (N = 0) is shown in Fig.27 together with the corresponding 
experimental results for aileron frequencies of zero and 3.6 c.p.s. It can be 
seen that within the range that Molyneux considers his criterion to be valid 
i.e. -0.5 < X < 0.5, hereafter called the central range of X, the agreement 
between the experimental curve and the criterion curve is not good, particularly 
in the negative range of X. An attempt has been made to improve the agreement 
by applying the frequency weighting factor B = l/IO and the appropriate curves 
are shown on the figure (the effect of the term in X in the criterion equation 
is negligible in this case too). The agreement is now very good in the positive 
range of X both in absolute value and shape and somewhat improved in the 
negative range. The frequencies found in practice are compared with those 
estimated by the frequency approximation, Method 4 derivatives, in Table 5 and 
it can be seen that the approximation with the frequency weighting factor 
R = l/IO is a much better one. 

The application of the criterion to win g roll-tab rotation flutter (M = 0) 
is shown in Fig.28 together with the corresponding test results for two rolling 
frequencies of 4.8 and 5.6 o.p.s. The Method 4 derivatives are seen to give 
relatively better agreement between experiment and criterion but the absolute 
agreement is poor in both cases. The criterion has also been applied to the 
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test results for this type of flutter with follow up ratio N = 23 and as the 
experimental results for these cases do not differ significantly from those 
for N = 0 the same general conclusions concerning agreement apply. If we 
restrict further consideration to the Method 4 derivative case then an 
improvement in the agreement is obtained If we use a frequency weighting 
factor B = t/IO, the criterion curve being widened somewhat. From Table 6 it 
can be seen that this change in frequency weighting factor may be Justified as 
the overall agreement with the measured flutter frequencies is improved. In 
YEW of the fact that the agreement was still poor in the negative range of X 
it was decided to try a further variation in weighting factor and a value of 
B = :QO was considered. The coeffioient of X in the criterion equation is no 
longer insignificant. h skewed criterion curve rc:jultc r;hich II znown in Fig>23, 
Most of the flutter points now lie within the ourve in the central range of X 
but the shape of the curve is completely different from the experimental ones. 
The flutter frequencies using this approximation are shown m Table 6 and they 
are m very poor agreement vxth the measured values. Prom this point of view 
there seems to be little Justification for using this weighting approximation. 

The calculations indicate that the flutter is of a ternary type involving 
aileron motion nhich reduces the binary speed although the frequency is 
unaffected. It is to be expected that the a&reement will be worse in this case 
where we are uscng a criterion based on the assumption of binary t-ype flutter 
m order to predict the ternary bounds. 

Application of the basz criterion to aileron-tab flutter for three 
values of allcron frequency is shown in Q.29, the follow up ratio being 
zero. The agreement between the exTerimenta1 results and the criterion using 
Method 4 derivatives is a good deal better than using Method 2. We shall 
restrict further discussion to this case. Over the central range of X the 
maJority of the experimental points lie within or vary close to the criterion 
curve and the experimental curves have similar shapes to that of the criterion. 
Minimum flutter speeds found in practice are of the same order as those 
predicted by the criterion. The comparison In Table 7 shows that there would 
be little point in attempting to improve the agreement by m&ng SdJuStmentS 
to the frequency weighting factor for the best agreement with the measured 
flutter frequencies is obtained with B = 1. 

The applxation of the basic criterion to aileron-tab flutter for three 
wmg-alleron connecting springs when N = +3 IS shown xn I"ig.30. In this 
instance the criterion curve is defined by the full quadratic equation, 
including the term in X, which accounts for the skewed form. Over the central 
range of X the criterion curve exhibits the same trend as the experimental 
results and the agreement for flutter speed is quite good. Method 4 derivatives 
lead to slightly the better agreement for the weakest connecting spring case 
whilst for stiffer connecting springs both methods gAve conservative estimates 
of the flutter bounds. 

3.3.1 ?iscussloG 

In pars.3.3 it 1s shown that it is possible to modify the basic criterion 
by applyrng a weighting factor B in the frequency approximation so that there 
is a better degree of agreement with the experimental flutter speed results 
than the basic criterion gives. To achieve this improvement the weighting 
factors that have been found necessary for the systems studied (N = 0) a.re:- 
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(1) Wing roll-aileron rotation flutter. B = 0.1. The use of this 
factor is well justified on the grounds of the improved flutter frequency 
approximation. 

(2) Aileron rotation-tab rotation flutter. B = 1.0. No modification 
required. 

(3) Wing roll-tab rotation flutter. (a) B = 0.1. The use of this 
factor may be JUstified on the grounds of the improved frequency approximation. 
(1-1) B = 100. The curve defined by this value of B includes most of the 
experimental points over the central range of X but the use of this faotor 
oannot be Justified on frequency grounds. We have noticed that there is doubt 
about whether the criterion should be applied to this particular case and this 
should be borne in mind when considering the two widely different values of B 
at 3(a) and 3(b) above. 

The use of the large value of B (= 100) leads to an extremely simple form 
for the flutter frequency approlamation virtually dependent on the frequency 

2 c 2 

of the second mode only so that m2 =W 22 I! 2 + - 0 *22 c and it was decided to 

investigate the oriterion form th 
interesting to note that I? 

t resulted from this approximation. It IS 
Pugsley suggested this form as a possible approxi- 

mation to the binary wing flexure-torsion flutter frequency. A derivation of 
this approximation is given in the Appendix. It is shown there that the basio 
flutter determinant on expansion using this approximation becomes:- 

where Y = 0 
2 2 . 

"I 

If JL c 3 2 

9 
is plotted against Y, the equation reduces to two straight lines. 

Flutter is possible in the area bounded by these two lines. In most binary 
systems one of these lines will have positive slope whereas the other will 
have negative. Points between the latter line and the line Y = 0 are not 
compatible with a real physical system. 

A possible simplified oriterion may be formulated whioh states that the 
area in which flutter may occur will be bounded by the two lines defined by 
equation (5) providing that these are of positive slope. Should the slope of 
either line prove to be negative then the line Y = 0 should replace it as a 
criterion bound. A right hand bound for Y beyond which flutter will not occur 
is defined approximately on the basis of the experimental results of this paper 

by the line Y = 1.12 + 7 . When using this oriterion form for a particular 
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binary system, the ratios of aerodynamic to inertia coefficients in equation (5) 
above are replaced by the same simplified ratios that Molyneux adopts for the 
corresponding binary oases. 

The results of the application of thrs criterion to the bum-y flutter 
oases we have studied is shown in Figs.:,!-34. For all these cases we are 
replacing the second boundary lines, which have negative slope, by the lines 
Y = 0. In the case of aileron-tab flutter (N = 0), Fig.31, most of the 
experimentally obtained flutter points lie within the bounds predicted by the 
criterion. Method 4 derivatives lead to better agreement than Method 2. The 
greatest variation from the criterion bounds is for an aileron frequency of 

2 
5.9 c.p.s. where values of v 

0 "I 
for values of Y > 1 are much lower than the 

criterion would predict. 

Fig.32 shows the application of the criterion to the wing roll-tab 
rotation flutter (N = 0) and it can be seen that the criterion bounds predict 
the area in which flutter ocours quake well. The Method. 4 derivatives yield 
a somewhat better agreement to the minimum flutter speeds than the other set. 

The results for wing roll-aileron rotation flutter (N = -3) are shown in 
hg.33. Method 4 and Method 2 derivatives lead to good agreement for the 
flutter boundary. 

Fig.34 shows the application to aileron rotation-tab rotation flutter 
(N = +3). No limiting values of Y can be assigned in this case as the aileron 
frequency varies along each of the curves. The aileron frequency corresponding 
to any point on the curves of the figure depends on the particular tab spring 
fitted. Method 4 derivatives yield flutter boundaries that are in good agree- 
ment with the experimental bounds. The order of ag-cement between the measured 
flutter speeds and the boundary values is of the same order as that between the 
measured speeds and the original criterion bound (Fig.30). 

To summs.rxse, one may say that this criterion form provides a reasonable 
approximation to the flutter bounds for the types of flutter that have been 
studied. The flutIer frequencies obtained with the "single frequency" approach 
are shown in Tables 5-7, and they are in poor agreement with the measured 
values so that from <his aspect the criterion form is difficult to justify. 
Method 4 derivatives .lead to better agreement for the flutter boundaries. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

Flutter tests have .been made on a wing-aileron-tab system in which the 
effects of variation in th? following parameters have been investigated. 
(a) Main surface natural frequency in roll (b) Control surface natural 
frequency in rotation (c) Ttlb t na ural frequency in rotation and (d) Follow up 
ratio. 

Four flutter modes of oscLllation of the system were found depending 
on the values of the above paramt:ters and these were the ternary and the 
three binary types. The results provide a general indication of the behaviour 
that may be expected with a practinal wing-aileron-tab system in which the main 
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sunface motion is in the fundamental bending mode. They may not, however, be 
applied directly to predict the flutter characteristics of such a system. 

Supporting calculation8 have been made using sets of aerodynamic 
derivatives based on (1) measured steady motion derivatives for this wing, 
(2) oscillatory derivative measurements on this and a similar two-dimensional 
wing and (3) predicted steady motion derivatives. The calculations showed that 
this last set gave the best overall guide to the flutter characteristics of the 
system but the first set gave a better agreement with experiment for the free 
aileron case at low rolling stiffness. In general the caloulations led to 
unoonservative estimates of flutter speed; the calculated flutter speeds were 
in poorest agreement when the measured speeds were very low. 

A comparison has been made between the experimental results and the 
predictions of the latest flutter criteria. It has been found that by applying 
weighting factors (B) in the basic frequency assumption on which the criteria 
depend, tolerable agreement between the experimental results and the orlterla 
can be obtained. The basic frequency approximation 18 

2 1 

c 

2 w = 
1+ "I + 

b Bw; 
*II 

c+ 
i 

+c22$ 

*22 c >I 

and a value of B = 1 was considered appropriate when the criterion was first 
proposed. For the flutter types found in this investigation the values of B 
that led to the best degree of agreement for flutter speed were:- 

(1) Wing roll-aileron rotation flutter, B = 0.1. 

(2) Aileron rotation-tab rotation flutter, B = 1.0. 

(3) &.ng roll-tab rotation flutter, B = lOO.(This value of B was the 
best conservative value for the determination of flutter speed, although a 
value of 0.1 yielded improved frequency approximations.) 

A further investigation has been made of a criterion fc,rm depending on a 
flutter frequency approximation based on the frequency of orie of the uncoupled 
modes of a binary system. The flutter regions found in prFct,ice all lay 
essentially within the bounds predicted by this form. 
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MAIN SYMBOLS 

N = Follow up ratio and is defined as the rat.10 of tab angle to 
aileron angle when the alleron 1s rotated with the tab control 
lever held fxed 

vc = Flutter speed 

% = Wing natural frequency 3.n roll 

"A = Aileron natural frequency 

u+ = Tab natural frequency 

Y' "2 = Uncoupled natural frequencies of a pax of modes 

All' A22 = Struotural inertia coefficients of the two modes 

clls c22 = Aerodynamic stlf'fness ooefflolents of the two modes 
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APPENDIX I- 

DERIVATION OF AN APFROXIMATION TO THE FLUTIER FREQUENCY OF A BINARY SYSTEM --...-a- 
---*m ITS USE IN FORMULATING A-S~?%%%??k~RION 

-- 
-m--P------ _--v-- 

The flutter deterrmnant may be written as 

a,, A2 + b,,, h + cl, + e,., , y2 A 
2 

+ b,2 h + c12 
= 0 

92 h2 + b21 h + O21 ’ a22 
A2 + b22 h + O22 + c22 

Expanalng as a polynomial in h we have 

PO I4 + P, A3 + P2 x2 + P3 

where 

PO = (&11 a22 - &I2 2, 

PI = all b22 + "22 b,, + &I2 b21 + 72 b12 

p2 
=a Jo22 + e22) + %I b22 + a22(cll + 4 

p3 = b,,(022 + e22) + b22(c,, + el,) -b2, cl2 

P4 = (c,, + e,,) cc22 + e22) - CT2 c2, 

I 

hip)& = 0 

- "12 c21 - b12 b2d - al2 c12 

- b12 O21 

Wrrl'cmg h = iv then the lmabinary part of the equation gives 

b12 b21 b22 and if we assume that the ratlos - , - , 
bll bll 

- are sufflclently small so 
bll 

that they may be neglected then 

2 2 
2 O22 + e22 zz where &22 "2 o II 

*22 
e22 = v2 

cd2 2 O22 v 2 
=w+--. 

2 0 a22 c 
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Appendix 1 

The real part of the equation is 

(a,,a22-a,~)v4- ~,,(=22+~22)+b,,b22+~22(~,,+~,,)-~,2=2,-b,2b2,-~,2=,2 1 * 
+ (c,,+e,,) (C**+e**b-C 12c21 

= 0 
and making use of the expression for frequency parameter v and mth the assumption 
above about dampings 

(w22 - a,3 cz2.%:,““3’ -p,,(%* + e22) + a22%, + 4 - a12C21 - ad,*] 

r22a:2e22] + Cc,, + e,, 1 (c2* + e2*) - =,2e2, = 0 

or 2( - 72 c22+ e22 I*- *c 
[ 

a22 =,I+ ell ) (C22+e22)-a,2(c,2+c2,) (=22+e22b22 1 
+ 

i 
(c,,+e,,) (~~~+e~~)-c,~c~, 1 a222 = 0 

2 * *2 ** c2 
or 

-&I* O22+ 
( 

&22 "2 O 
3 

> 
+ a12 (c,* + c2,) a*2 

( 
c22 + a22$2 ) 

2 
- O12 O21 &22 

= 0 

after scme reduction this becomes 

2 -z4+ 
- &I2 w, c> iI - 2 a,: 2 + a,* (c 

12 + c2,q$42~) 

t [- a,: (zy t 2 Cc,* + c2,) c2* - c,~ c2,] (+T = 0 . 
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Appendur 1 

and thu equation may be factorised 

p+@-$ ($1 p+(p) (.iJ] = 0. 

The criterion is based on the above equation. 
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TABLE 1 

Structural details of wing-aileron-tab system (N = 01 -l-P--*l.- 

Fing length, roll axes to tip = 3.04 f-t 

Wing chord = 1.5 ft 

Wing aspect ratio = 4.05 

Aderon chord aft ofH.L.(ciroular nosed control) = 5.6 In. 

Tab chord aft ofH.L. (oracular nosed tab) = 1.4 m. 

Thickness : chord ratio = 0.15 

Aileron span = 17.95 m. 

Tab span = 11.70 in. 

Aileron limits (v) = 0.501 to l.oQo 

Tab limits (?I) = 0.515 to 0.840 

m = r 1.01 lb/in. 

"A = 0.08806 lb/in. 

mt 
= 0.01444 lb/in. 

kA = 0.3577 

kt 
= 0.4638 

xA = 0.1813 

"t 
= O.f7B7 

3 
= 0.34 

lz, : = 0.07 
- * 

,d~ = 3.0 

Ez = ‘0.25 
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TABLE 2 -- 

Aileron and tab naLt+al f're~yenc~es norresponding to partLxi@ 
springs making the wxngto aileron and wing to tab connections mm-- -~ -I- 

and for gear ratios of +J 

I 

Wing aileron 
connecting spring I 

Arrleron frequencies (0.p.s.) 

IA 

2.A 

3A 

0 - - 2.2 3.8 4.4 5.8 

3.6 3.6 3.C 4.0 5.0 5.8 6.6 7.8 

5.9 6.0 6.0 6.2 7.0 7.5 8.0 9.2 

%.% 8.8 8.8 9.0 9.6 10.0 10.5 11.2 

46.2 46.2 16.2 16.2 j7.0 17.0 17.2 18.0 

TABLE 3 

A comparison of-Jhe measured andpredicted 
s&ad.v motion deriG33 

- 

Derivative Experimental PredIcted 
value va111e 

% 
0.6006 0.8953 

4 0.2061 Y 0.5043 

(-hp) O.OlO56 0.02253 

(-h.l) 0.02394 0.03414 

Gt,) 0.001209 0.001037 

- 
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Ierivative 

"P 

% 
e 

Y 
e. 

t-h;) 

(-h$ 

(-$) 

(-h+) 

(-t,) 

C-t;' 

TABLE 4 

The oscallatory derivatives obtained bv four methods - 

7 

ieasureme 
3 

ts by 

gg%xvd;;d 
aspect ratio 

lodifioation by 
Method 1 

0.01722 

0.01452 

0.02025 

0.002810 

OjOOl294 

O.COO2y41 

Derivation 

Ieasureme 
3 

ts by 

~gpbx,;; 

aspect ratio 
lodification by 

Method 3 

0.5436 

0.1303 

0.01406 

0.01315 

0.008722 

o.oQ1aJ.t 

0.0005054 

0.0001930 

-r 
Guyett method 

based on 
steady motion 
derivatives 
measured on 

this wing 
Method 2 

:uyett method 
based on 
predioted 

steady motion 
derivatives 

Method 4 

0.4836 0.7209 

0.1098 0.1637 

0.1374 0.3362 

0.01621 0.03966 

0.008830 0.0?884 

0.005996 0.01279 

0.02194 0.03129 

0.002093 0.002985 

0.001142 0.0009795 

0.0002179 0.0001869 

On the basis of Molyneux’s work (Ref.9) the derivatives have been taken to 
be constant with frequency parameter over the range covered by the flutter tests. 
The average values of frequency parameter (based on wing chord) oocurrlng in the 
three binary types of flutter found were:- 

wing roll - aileron rotatxon 1 .I 

aileron rotation - tab rotation 1.5 

wing roll - tab rotation 2.5 
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A oompar~son of the measured flutter frequencies for wxng 
aileron flutter (FT = 0 with those predxted by the 

criterion approximations, Method 4 derivatives 

TABLE 6 

A comparison of the measured, flutter frequencies for wing 
tab flutter (N = 0) with those predicted by the 
*ion approxunatx=xthod 4 derivatives 
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TABLE 1 

A comparison of the measured flutter freauencies for aileron 
tab flutter (N = 0) with those predicted by the 

gterion approxidmatlons. Method 4 derivatives 
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CONNECTING SPRING FITTED. 
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